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His most assured literary achievement to date

Hafid Bouazza’s Paravion is
2like an Arab fairy tale in its

composition, poetic and exotic, but its
theme is rooted in the current social
reality of the emigrant. ‘Baba Balook
and his wife had kept his upcoming
journey secret from everyone, lest
backbiting and catastrophe6–6the evil
eye6–6should befall them but it was to

no avail.’ In lithe, restless language the writer describes a village in the
valley of Abqar, where the women stay behind with their children
when their men leave for faraway Paravion. This name is a mistake,
the villagers who have stayed at home taking the par avion on the air-
mail envelopes to be the name of Amsterdam. Even Baba Balook can-
not resist his father’s call, leaving behind his pregnant wife Mamurra.
‘Industrious and productive times awaited him in Paravion. When he
came back he would clothe and bejewel his wife. She would blossom
and glow with gold like a lemon tree.’

Baba Balook jr., born nine months later, grows up in a community
of women, with all the erotic pleasures of the situation. ‘He was
crushed, squeezed, reshaped, studied, a doll without a will of its own
in their inquisitive hands, among their merciless nails.’

Paravion is a book of understated wit, in which women can suddenly
wear ‘the sparrow wings of youth’ again and men can hazard the great
crossing on flying carpets. Bouazza enjoys playing with the concepts
of origin and destination, both the old home and the new undergoing
permanent transformation as a result of exodus and arrival. He shows
alienation, the inevitable consequence of emigration, in a surpris-
ingly wistful light: ‘It was the melancholy of an existence in a world
which had come into being without them and in which their pres-
ence had lost its necessity. Or to put it another way: here life moved
along in a way over which they had no control.’

The writer avoids pathos and gravity in sketching the split person-
ality of the emigrant who cherishes the memory of the wife he has left
behind. ‘I wither and shrivel; she stays forever young. ‘He enjoys him-
self in the new country of litter bins at every street corner, while real-
izing that he has no part in its history. ‘That couldn’t be good.’

Hafid Bouazza (b. 1970) made a striking entry into
Dutch literature with his collection of short stories
De voeten van Abdullah (Abdulah’s Feet, 1996). Here
was a ‘foreign’ literary voice poking fun at the
‘conventions’ of immigrant literature. Bouazza’s
lyrical style harks back to the expressionist poetry
of the early twentieth century as well as the fairy-
tales of The Thousand and One Nights. In 2001
Bouazza wrote the essay for the (Dutch) National
Book Week, Een beer in bontjas (A Bear in a Fur
Coat), in which he made short work of the label
Moroccan-Dutch writer: ‘Someone who walks with
a slipper on one foot and a wooden clog on the
other, and that’s not easy.’ Bouazza also caused a
furore with his translation of classical Arabic texts,
as well as plays by Shakespeare and Marlowe.

publishing details
Paravion (2003)
220 pp, 15,000 copies sold

rights
Prometheus
Herengracht 507
nl6–61017 bv Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 624 19 34
fax +31 20 622 54 61
e-mail pbo@pbo.nl
website www.pbo.nl

other titles in translation
Les pieds d’Abdullah (De voeten van Abdullah). Paris: Le Reflet,
2003. Also in English (Review, 2000) and Czech (Labyrint, 2002)
Momo (Momo). Paris: Le Reflet (in prep.)

Hafid Bouazza

Paravion

Hafid Bouazza brings lyricism, eroticism and the idyllic
back into Dutch literature. He also succeeds in
portraying the complex clashes between Moroccans and
the Dutch.
het parool

Paravion by Bouazza soars on the wings of the imagi-
nation. It is his most assured literary achievement to
date, and holds up an especially alluring mirror to us. 
vrij nederland

Bouazza sings, pleads and entices, he dances and shouts,
he is a greatly talented verbal sculptor.
de groene amsterdammer

photo NLPVF8/6Roy Tee
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publishing details
Schaduwkind (2003)
112 pp, 50,000 copies sold

rights
Contact
Herengracht 481
nl6–61017 bt Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 524 98 00
fax +31 20 627 68 51
e-mail
mnagtegaal@contact-bv.nl
website
www.boekenwereld.com

rights sold
France (Actes Sud), UK (Bloomsbury), USA (Farrar, Straus & Giroux), Germany
(Berlin Verlag), Spain (Lumen), Italy (Frassinelli), Finland (Otava), Norway
(Arneberg), Korea (Ire), Sweden (Wahlström & Widstrand), Danmark (Rosinante).

other titles in translation
Der sechste Akt (Het zesde bedrijf). Leipzig: Gustav Kiepenheuer, 1999.
Heldenjahre: Roman (Heldenjaren). Köln; Basel: Bruckner & Thünker, 1995.
Juzna Zemlja (Zuidland). Novi Sad: Prometej, 1994.
Über der Erde (Zuidland). Köln: Bruckner & Thünker, 1993.

P.F. Thomése (b. 1958) studied history and worked
as an art journalist for several years. His fiction
debut Zuidland (Southland, 1991) was awarded the
prestigious ako Literature Prize. Later he
published the novels Heldenjaren (Heroic Years,
1994) and Het zesde bedrijf (The Sixth Act, 1999 and
the novellas Haagse liefde and De Vieze engel (Hague
Love and The Dirty Angel, 1996).

Already translated into 11 languages

P.F. Thomése

Shadow Child

A literary monument to mourning. Unsentimental and
unvarnished.
nrc handelsblad

Shadow Child is raw and unsentimental but hits even
closer to home because of this. Not even the most hard-
ened cynic can read certain passages without crying.
elsevier

A Song of Songs in minor key.
de volkskrant

photo Ronald Hoeben

This is a record in just over one 
2hundred pages of P.F. Thomése’s

thoughts and feelings following the
sudden death of his baby daughter 
Isa, only a few weeks old. He dissects
his own desperation. Not in any dra-
matic lament, but in precise, carefully
worded notes.

He divulges few details of the death
itself. We are not told its cause or which hospital she was taken to.
Schaduwkind is the story of a search, a search for meaning, for under-
standing, for something to hold on to. Thomése has an unerring sense
of detail, which gives the simplest words a symbolic charge. The first
sentence is short: ‘Put up a fence today’. Not a sob, not a whimper, but
a simple statement of fact, giving notice that the writer is searching
for demarcation, for boundaries to shut out the world, which he has
come to hate, to protect his own world by keeping it safely behind
walls, to regain control after a period of total powerlessness.

This restraint produces passages which are both excruciating and
magnificent, and will leave no reader unmoved, like ‘Pièta’, the chap-
ter in which Thomése describes how his wife holding their dead child
in her arms for the last time: ‘You got her ready. She was going on
without us, travelling alone for the first time, and they would be com-
ing for her shortly. You washed her, you oiled her skin, you dressed
her in clean clothes, until everything had been taken care of and there
was nothing left for you to do. And suddenly your arms were so
empty, you lifted her tiny dead body and held her close, rocking until
you were calm again.’

After Isa’s death, language loses its meaning for Thomése. Slowly,
step by step, he must find a way to recapture it. He no longer trusts
the writings of Nabokov and Flaubert, which had always served as his
shield against reality. His own words catch in his throat, and he feels
like a stranger asking the way. ‘It is like finding what could not be
sought because it did not exist before the moment that it was found.
If she is there, then it is in the words that I wait for in the night.’ This
tender, tentative exploration of language which lies at the very heart
of Shadow Child is painfully poignant.
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Casanova’s first love

Arthur Japin found his inspiration
26for A Splendid Flaw in an episode in

the life of Giacomo Casanova, philanderer
and bon vivant. In his memoirs Casanova
tells of being invited to the country estate
of Pasiano as a sixteen-year-old and falling
hopelessly in love with the breathtaking
Lucia, two years his junior. She has only one
splendid flaw: ‘She is too young.’ Because of

Lucia’s genuine innocence he does not bed her, promising instead to
return in six months to ask for her hand in marriage.

When Casanova returns to the Italian manor, Lucia has disappeared,
supposedly because she has become pregnant by a messenger and has run
away with him. Casanova is consumed by regret at not acting when he had
the chance. Years later, on a visit to Amsterdam, in 1758, traveling under
his nom de plume Chevalier de Seingalt, he sees her again, in a brothel. She
has changed so much that he barely recognizes her: ‘Lucia was not so
much ugly,’ writes Casanova, ‘as something much worse: repugnant.’ In
this historical novel Arthur Japin speculates on what could have happened
to Lucia. He proposes in A Splendid Flaw that she hadn’t got pregnant, but
had suffered a worse fate in a world where a woman was judged solely on
the basis of her appearance: she caught smallpox which left her face so dis-
figured that she was afraid to look Casanova in the eye again. Lucia had
been unwilling to provoke his pity or compromise his reputation and
position by holding him to his promise.

She felt she had had no choice but to flee and earn her living as a prosti-
tute, hidden behind a veil that she never removes and an alias Galathea de
Pompignac. When Casanova turns up in Amsterdam, his desire for her is
reawakened. They try to outdo each other in razor-sharp dialogues which
are reminiscent of the verbal sparring matches between Mme. de Main-
tenon and Comte du Valmont in Laclos’ famous Les liaisons dangereuses;
Arthur Japin plays with bourgeois, eighteenth-century conventions to the
hilt. The tragic love of Giacomo and Lucia is continually strained by
worldly, emotional and philosophical differences, between men and
women, outer and inner beauty, reason and intuition, and imagination
and reality, all typical of the Enlightenment, as well as of the ambiguity
that love still possesses, even now.

Arthur Japin (b. 1956) has written for the stage
as well as for radio and television and
published his first book, the collection of
short fiction Magonische verhalen (Magonian
Stories), in 1996. He made his breakthrough in
1997 with his first novel De zwarte met het witte
hart (The Two Hearts of Kwasi Boachi), which
was awarded the Van der Hoogt Prize in 1998
and was short-listed for both the eci Prize and
the Generale Bank Prize.

publishing details
Een schitterend gebrek (2003)
240 pp, 35,000 copies sold

rights
Marianne Schönbach
(for Germany) 
Laura Susijn

publisher
De Arbeiderspers
Herengracht 370-372
nl6–61016 ch Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 524 75 00
fax +31 20 622 49 37
website www.boekboek.nl

other titles in translation
The Two Hearts of Kwasi Boachi (De zwarte met het witte hart). New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 2000, London: Chatto & Windus, 2000. Also in French
(Gallimard, 2000), in German (Claassen, 1999), in Portuguese (Teorema,
2003), in Greece (Kastaniotis, 2003), in Danish (Tiderne Skifter, 2000), in
Norwegian (Gyldendal, 1999), in Spanish (Debate, 2000) and in Italian
(Ugo Guanda, 2000).
Director’s cut (De droom van de leeuw. London: Chatto & Windus, 
in prep. Also in Danish (Tiderne Skifter, in prep.) and Norwegian
(Gyldendal, in prep.).

Arthur Japin

A Splendid Flaw

A beautifully constructed story, suffused with the
atmosphere of an Enlightenment novel. (…) Simply
put, a rich novel.
vrij nederland

Japin has written an engaging, exciting and
moving novel, complete with a solid plot, witty
dialogue, surprising twists and an unexpected
denouement.
nrc handelsblad

Japin’s book is more vivid and exciting than any
historical reconstruction could ever be. 
de groene amsterdammer

photo Thom Hoffman
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publishing details
Problemski Hotel (2003)
112 pp, 3,500 copies sold

rights
Contact
Herengracht 481
nl6–61017 bt Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 524 98 00
fax +31 20 627 68 51
e-mail mnagtegaalcontact-bv.nl
website www.boekenwereld.com

rights sold
Germany (Claassen).

Dimitri Verhulst (b. 1972) debuted in 2000 with
De kamer hiernaast (The Room Next Door), a col-
lection of short stories which attracted consider-
able attention. Since then he has written two
novels, the most recent of which, De verveling van
de keeper (The Boredom of the Keeper), is set in
the world of football. He also has a collection of
poetry to his name, Liefde, tenzij anders vermeld
(Love, Unless Otherwise Stated, 2001), which was
nominated for the Buddingh’ prize. He writes
for the Flemish daily newspaper De Morgen. 

Amazed view of Western society

Dimitri Verhulst

Problemski Hotel

Problemski Hotel is an extremely fascinating book
in which the everyday lives of asylum seekers is told in
an unparalleled fashion. (…) A discerning portrait of a
group of people without a future. 
de standaard der letteren

A hundred pages are enough for Verhulst to hit the
reader harder than many a journalist or cameraman
ever could. This is primarily due to the narrative
perspective and provocative register. 
de volkskrant

Problemski Hotel is a persuasive book whose vehe-
mence clarifies why non-fiction does not suffice. The
traces left in Verhulst’s mind by his stay in the centre
are more savage than the facts he recorded there. He
had to exaggerate; distortion is reality. 
nrc handelsblad

photo Nathalie de Clercq

Dimitri Verhulst spent several
9sobering days in a Belgian centre

for asylum-seekers. This led to Problemski
Hotel in which the problems of asylum-
seekers are examined from a new angle.

The narrator of Problemski Hotel, the
Ethiopian photographer Bipul Masli,
sketches an intriguing picture of life in
the centre, a closed community with its

own codes and patterns of life. The inmates, who come from vastly dif-
ferent countries, are clever at stretching their slender resources. Ciga-
rettes are bartered, betted with, and exchanged for sexual favours. There
is a certain rivalry among the inmates: which has survived the worst
horrors and therefore deserves to asylum? Boredom can be a problem,
but more often the atmosphere feels edgy, with emotions running high,
compounded by impatience. Masli is perhaps the only one who realizes
how little chance they actually have of being granted asylum. Most of
them survive on false hopes or are making plans to escape from the cen-
tre if their application is rejected. Their dream is to reach England, even
though they know that many before them have tried this route and lost
their lives.

No one is happy with life in the centre, but problems are pushed to
the background. Masli describes the daily routine with detached irony.
Disappointments, humiliations, even unsuccessful attempts at integra-
tion in the world outside are recounted with a generous dollop of
humour, and his unquenchable cheerfulness almost makes the reader
forget the bitterness and desperation. The tireless attempts of the Pak-
istani Maqsood to gain recognition as a refugee are both comic and
touching. When he learns that all he has to do to get a residence permit
is marry a Belgian woman, he thinks his problems are over and he
promptly does the rounds of the discos and marriage bureaus, which
results in some comic scenes. Dimitri Verhulst totally empathizes with
these people and with their amazed, uncomprehending view of Western
society, and uses them as a mirror to his readers to see themselves
through the eyes of strangers.
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An ode to memory

In his new novel Bernlef explores the subter-
2ranean labyrinths of memory, examining what

endures and what disappears. The narrator’s tone is
contemplative, philosophical and resigned, and yet
at the same time he tells an exciting story with a
keen sense of pacing. The combination is surpris-
ingly effective. The great marvel of this serious
novel is its natural grace.

In a short span of time Stijn Bekkering is forced to
cope with two extreme cases of disappearance and
loss. First he wakes up from a coma, only to hear
that his wife has not survived their car accident and
is already buried. Then his son skips town, aban-
doning wife and child. There are reasons enough for

Bekkering to start his life again, to reflect on his bond with his wife and son and to
talk these matters over with the others who have been left behind: his daughter-
in-law and his grandson.

In disconnected blocks of text and short chapters that jump from the present to
the past, and from place to place, Bernlef sketches a portrait of a marriage, or
rather, two marriages, as Bekkering slowly discovers his son’s secret life. Whereas
Bekkering cherished the well-worn habits and rituals of his marriage, his nor-
mally strait-laced son has been swept up by a fervent infatuation. ‘It was a passion,
a bit like an avalanche; you get caught up, and when you come to, you don’t know
what’s happened to you. When you think back, there really wasn’t anything to it.’
he explained to his father afterwards.

Bekkering finds it hard to grasp that life can take such a banal turn, at the cost of
so much pain to others. Yet at the same time, without realizing it, he too proves
susceptible to the temptation of stepping into a whole new life, on the other side of
the world.

Bernlef’s Outside It’s Monday is an ode to memory. You cannot live without mem-
ories, believes Bekkering’s. ‘When someone’s no longer here, memories are the only
thing left, so you cherish them, try to prevent them from fading away.’ Symboli-
cally, he earns his living buying and selling discarded furniture and junk once
cherished by its owners, and this casts his struggle against the permanence of 
the past in a lovely, melancholy light. What endures in the end, is not someone’s
clothing which is on its way to a second-hand existence, but the memory of the
freckles on that person’s shoulder6–6coloured by regret at never having counted
those freckles.

Bernlef is the pseudonym of Hendrik
Jan Marsman (b. 1937), who, since
1960, has published numerous
novels, stories, poems, plays and
essays. He has also translated the
Scandinavian poets Gustafson and
Tranströmer into Dutch. In 1994 he
received the P.C. Hooft Prize for his
poetry, but he is known to a wider
public mainly as the author of
Hersenschimmen (Out of mind, 1984)
which is, like Outside It’s Monday, a
coolly told, yet emotional novel
about the fragility of memory.

publishing
details
Buiten is het maandag
(2003)
214 pp
35,000 copies sold

rights
Querido
Singel 262
nl6–61016 ac Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 551 12 62
fax +31 20 639 19 68
e-mail info@querido.nl
website www.querido.nl

other titles in translation
Out of mind (Hersenschimmen). London; Boston: Faber and Faber, 1988. Also in German
(Nagel & Kimche, 1986), French (Calmann-Lévy, 1988) and in many other languages.
Public secret (Publiek geheim). London; Boston: Faber and Faber, 1992. Also in French
(Calmann-Lévy, 1990) and Swedish (Norstedts, 1987).
Zwischen Eisbergen (Onder ijsbergen). Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1993.
Boy (Boy). Stockholm: Norstedts, 2001.
En stjerne falder (Vallende ster). København: Hekla, 1990.
Eclipse (Eclips). London; Boston: Faber and Faber, 1996. Also in Danish (København: 
Hekla, 1995) and Swedish (Norstedts: Scandbook, 1996)

Bernlef

Outside It’s Monday

An impassioned love story.
elsevier

Bernlef is a real pro who grabs the
reader’s attention with each novel.
de telegraaf

A stunning novel
de groene amsterdammer

photo Chris van Houts
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publishing details
Gran Café Boulevard (2003)
357 pp, 15,000 copies sold

rights
Querido
Singel 262
nl6–61016 ac Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 551 12 62
fax +31 20 639 19 68
e-mail info@querido.nl
website www.querido.nl

Tomas Lieske (pseudonym of Ton van Drunen, b.
1943) made his debut at the age of thirty-eight
when his poems appeared in the literary periodi-
cals Tirade and De Revisor. His first novel Oorlogs-
tuinen (War Gardens, 1992), won the Geert-Jan
Lubberhuizen Prize. In 1996 Nachtkwartier
(Night-quarters) was nominated for the Libris
Literature Prize, a prize which he eventually won
for his novel Franklin (2001). Magic, myth and
coincidence play a central role in Lieske’s
universe; in the narrative novel Gran Café Boule-
vard he has found the most prosaic, enticing and
accessible form thus far for ‘the ineffable.’

A European love story

Tomas Lieske

Gran Café Boulevard

photo Friso Keuris

Gran Café Boulevard has much
5in common with an old-fash-

ioned adventure novel, with its sprawl-
ing narrative and the role played by
chance. However, Lieske’s baroque style,
and his near-sensual delight in exploring
unexpected side-paths make this book an
exercise in madness and a literary feast.

A melancholy tone is set straightaway,
in the prologue. ‘No summer spread such
a strong, almost resilient happiness over
the grassland between the Wide Aa and
the three pools as that summer of 1924.’
The young Taco Albronda is given a sign

from above that whatever flights of fancy his thoughts take, however
many lies he tells, he will be able to twist everyone round his little finger
and direct his life like ‘an amusing comedy’. He takes the suggestion
seriously. When we meet him again as an adult in June 1944 on the train
to Bilbao, his parents have died rather dramatically, his sisters have
mysteriously disappeared and he has assumed a new identity –6Alexan-
der Rothweill. He has become a professional forger, working first for the
Allies but switching to the Nazis when he finds out they pay better. In
the train he meets Pili Eguren, a Spanish woman brought up in a con-
vent after her Basque parents were murdered by Franco. In extensive
flashbacks Lieske describes each of their lives, which come together at
the Gran Café Boulevard, in Bilbao. ‘Rothweill’ and Eguren are well-
matched, in the secrets that they keep hidden from each other; the love
that grows between them is mixed with shame and deceit from the
start. When they flee Franco’s regime in the early 1950s and seek refuge
in the Netherlands, the ‘amusing comedy’ has become a thing of the
past. Taco’s brother Fedde who had stayed behind in the family home
also takes on an alias and he, too, is drawn irresistibly to the boggy pold-
ers of South Holland, setting in motion the ambitious denouement of
the novel. In Gran Café Boulevard Lieske shows the individual struggling
against his destiny, against the background of the political and cultural
history of twentieth-century Europe. He lays bare the mechanisms
underlying the interaction between characters who scarcely dare face
themselves, let alone one another.

other titles in translation
Franklin (Franklin). Reinbek bei Hamburg: Rowohlt / Alexander
Fest, in preparation.

Lieske’s greatest literary strength lies in his ability to
tell a story through suggestive images.
vrij nederland

This broadly conceived novel which transports us from
South Holland to Paris to Bilbao, shows Lieske at his
descriptive best, painting the historical Dutch polder-
landscape in enchanting hues.
nrc handelsblad
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The unmasking of a Tuscan paradise

Malocchio by Geerten Meijsing
2is a melancholy, malicious,

and yet romantic novel about a writer
called Erik Provenier who lives in a tum-
bledown casa colonica in Lucca, in an
almost symbiotic relationship with his
daughter Chiara. Meijsing himself lived
for years on an estate near Lucca, until he
was forced to leave following a violent
altercation with his narrow-minded aris-
tocratic landlord. Several of the novels

which he published under the pseudonym Joyce & Co. were written
there. The dilapidated house set among the breathtaking Tuscan hills
also formed the backdrop for Meijsing’s elegant and erudite double
novel Fickle and Inconstant (1988) and Always the Woman (1991).

Geerten Meijsing wrote Malocchio in an effort to shake off his yearning
for the place, a yearning which continued to plague him even after he
had moved to Syracuse in Sicily. The book was also a twenty-first birth-
day present for his daughter Iris, who had lived with her father in Lucca
for several years. At this point the unsuspecting reader expects an
enchanting rustic idyll. But this is not the latest in a series of sugary
odes to Tuscany à la Frances Mayes. In fact, Malocchio is a conscious
attempt to tarnish the image of Tuscany as a paradise on earth. It tells
the darkly romantic tale of a lonely, tormented father with an army of
lady friends and a daughter who appears to command the powers of
darkness. Her evil eye6–6or malocchio6–6silences her father’s mistresses,
and occasionally even its owner.

Malocchio is not only provocative and deeply personal, it is also a book
of manners in reverse. Like Italian Neighbours and Italian Education by
Tim Parks6–6an author greatly admired by Meijsing6–6it is a guidebook
for northern gentlemen anxious to cut a bella figura down south. As Erik
Provenier remarks in Malocchio, ‘You have to fake simplicity’ and with
this dubious attitude, he becomes involved in hilariously Italian situa-
tions. These, together with Geerten Meijsing’s unfashionable advice on
Tuscan etiquette, are couched in an impeccably baroque style. 

Geerten Meijsing (b. 1950) made his debut in the
seventies with an ambitious trilogy devoted to
literature, painting, and music. He won the ako

Literature Prize in 1988 with the novel Verander-
lijk en wisselvallig (Fickle and Inconstant). Its
pendant, Altijd de vrouw (Always the woman)
appeared in 1991. Subsequent books by Meijsing
include The grachtengordel (Inner Circles) and The
ongeschreven leer (The Unwritten Doctrine). In
1998 Meijsing attracted considerable attention
with his autobiographical novel Tussen mes en keel
(Knife to the throat), in which he wrote candidly
about his earlier depression. The book was
shortlisted for the Libris Literature Prize, and led
to much discussion in the media about the role
of psychiatry.

publishing details
Malocchio (2003)
271pp, 15,000 copies sold

rights 
Rogers, Coleridge & White

publisher
De Arbeiderspers
Herengracht 370-372
nl6–61016 ch Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 524 75 00
fax +31 20 622 49 37
website www.boekboek.nl

Geerten Meijsing

Malocchio

Meijsing subtly plays all registers. (…) searching the
many moods of the soul from outrage to melancholy,
from vengefulness to resignation. (…) Meijsing is an
author with heart, a faultless instinct, and an aston-
ishing pen.
de volkskrant

The novel rises far above the story of an altercation
between two neighbours (…]) The author blends
Tuscany, fatherhood, and a neighbours’ quarrel to
form a layered and tantalizing tale.
nrc handelsblad

photo Klaas Koppe
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publishing details
De laatste woorden van Leo Wekeman
(2003)
256 pp, xx copies sold

rights
De Bezige Bij
Van Miereveldstraat 1
nl6–61071 dw Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 305 98 10
fax +31 20 305 98 24
e-mail info@debezigebij.nl
website www.debezigebij.nl

Yves Petry studied mathematics and philosophy,
and his style reflects something of this scientific
and analytical background. He likes to adopt the
stance of a stoic observer turning a cool, relentless
eye on the significant aspects of life, ruthless
analysing them. In his first novel Het jaar van de
man (The Year of the Man, 1999), he sketched the
witty portrait of a man who, for all his philosoph-
ical baggage, is clumsy and ill at ease in the
modern world. In Gods eigen muziek (God’s Own
Music, 2001) he dissects the concept of love.

Life and its shocking reality

Yves Petry

The Last Words 
of Leo Wekeman

You will seldom catch Petry engaged in sheer, unadulter-
ated frivolity. In contrast, flair, intelligence, and
humour are abundantly present in this, his third book.
(…) Petry writes as if he has never done anything else in
his life.
het parool

The Last Words of Leo Wekeman is an asset to litera-
ture, by means of which Yves Petry demonstrates that he
is an author of standing.
nrc handelsblad

Petry is a very good, occasionally brilliant narrator with
a good eye for meaningful detail.
de morgen

photo Serge Ligtenberg

Leo Wekeman, a journalist writing
453for a liberal newspaper, lays his

experience and reputation on the line
for a chance to interview the president
of the United States, who is passing
through the country. But Wekeman is
in a bad way, after five years of mar-

riage his wife is leaving him. Moreover, the editor-in-chief is much
enamoured of the spunky new reporter Xavier Kingston, and gives the
assignment to him. Wekeman is determined to take revenge. He sug-
gests to Xavier that they prepare the interview together. He gets
Xavier drunk and spikes his drink. When Xavier fails to turn up the
next morning, Wekeman stands in for him. But he makes a total mess
of the interview. His wife’s sudden appearance, wanting to give their
marriage another chance, is small consolation for this débâcle.

However, this story is just the background, a pretext for Petry to
propound the reflections, opinions and analyses which, are the
essence of the book. He reaches no firm conclusions, holds no
unshakeable convictions: the world is too complex. This is why he
chooses to examine the phenomena he describes from different stand-
points: those of Wekeman himself, his wife, the editor-in-chief, Xavier
Kingston, and finally Wekeman again. At heart, Wekeman believes
that many people today no longer see and interpret their everyday
‘reality’, opting instead for a superficial, unrealistic image of them-
selves and their surroundings. Petry then dissects in turn marriage,
culture, power, truth and lies, personality and identity, domination
and subjection, as well as love and sexuality which, he sees as condi-
tioned by baseless morality. Nor does he shrink from attacking the
icons of Christianity. Throughout the book he writes with ambiguous
gravity, a bold, often explicit style and, above all, a detachment at once
critical and cynical, as he dissects life and lays bare its shocking reality.
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A wealth of references and connotations

Lily is stylistically different

25from Paul Claes’s better known
historical novels. The narrative is
imbued with the stuffiness of 1950’s
Flanders, with its rigid sexual and fam-
ily moral codes. Lily, growing up in
Flanders during the fifties and sixties,
timid and self-effacing, is envious of
her two elder sisters and a cousin Alice

for being adventurous and outgoing. She turns to Alice for moral sup-
port, and Alice cautiously introduces her to the world of adolescence.
Then everything goes terribly wrong. Lily causes an accident in which
her father is killed and she herself is maimed. Her arranged marriage
also proves to be a mistake. Meanwhile Alice is busy sorting out her
own tangled love life, following a trip to Austria6–6regarded at the
time as a suitable holiday for a young lady6–6and her marriage to an
Austrian guide. She entrusts the care of her young daughter to Lily, a
move which also has dramatic consequences.

The story is simply told, coolly, almost detached, without intrusive
reflection or comment. The description of contemporary mores
brings the period vividly to life and in laying bare the mentality of the
day, Claes tacitly criticizes both the prevailing moral views on person-
ality development and the plight of young girls weighed down by the
burden of Christian morality.

A wealth of literary references and cultural connotations underlies
the apparent simplicity of the book. Claes addresses the theme of
androgyny, as he did in The Chameleon, and the attentive reader will
also discover references to mythology, fairy tales and Christian cul-
ture. Shy little Lily, yearning to be emancipated, identifies with Lilith,
Adam’s first wife who refused to submit to him.

The Chameleon’s publication in 2002 completed
Paul Claes’s cycle of prize-winning novels which in
style and theme are rooted in Western cultural
history. When the novels were anthologised in The
Reader (2002), they were recognized as an excep-
tional literary and intellectual accomplishment. In
his autobiography, published ‘in snippets’ as Het
(hart van de schorpioen (The Heart of the Scorpion,
2002), Claes discusses his fascination with
language, languages and translation, and his
passion for unusual connotations and references.
Now, Lily marks the beginning of a new series of
novels, set in the final decades of the twentieth
century and featuring women in specific situa-
tions.

publishing details
Lily (2003)
192 pp, xx copies sold

rights
De Bezige Bij
Van Miereveldstraat 1
nl6–61071 dw Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 305 98 10
fax +31 20 305 98 24
e-mail info@debezigebij.nl
website www.debezigebij.nl

other titles in translation
Der Phoenix (De phoenix). Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 2001

Paul Claes

Lily

Lily is written in a lucid, no-frills style, in short, simple
sentences.
hp/de tijd

Paul Claes is easily the most virtuoso author writing in
the Dutch language today. (…) Masterly exploration of
the autobiographical imagination.
trouw

photo Serge Ligtenberg
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publishing details
Een Hollandse romance (2003)
335 pp

rights
De Arbeiderspers
Herengracht 370-372
nl6–61016 ch Amsterdam
tel. +31 20 524 75 00
fax +31 20 622 49 37
website www.boekboek.nl

other titles in translation
[Kol’co Libmana] (Liebmans ring) St. Petersburg: Limbus Press,
2003

Pieter Waterdrinker is Pieter van der Sloot’s pseu-
donym. Van der Sloot (b. 1961) lives in Moscow
where he works as correspondent for De Telegraaf,
the largest Dutch newspaper. Before Een Hollandse
romance (2003) Waterdrinker published the novels
Danslessen (Dance Lessons, 1998) and Liebmans ring
(2001). In between he published Kaviaar en ander leed
(Caviar and other Sorrow, 2000), a report about his
experiences as a correspondent in Russia. The novel
Liebmans ring was recently translated into Russian. 

Hotly provocative

Pieter Waterdrinker

A Dutch Romance

A novel that makes you curious about a frightening
country with a frightening capital.
hp/de tijd

Waterdrinker’s breezy tales, hotly provocative, sweep the
reader along and make him as dizzy as if he had downed a
stiff Stolichnaya in one gulp.
de volkskrant

A compelling story about a culture in confusion.
gpd

photo Oleg Klimov

ADutch Romance takes place
3mainly in fashionable Moscow

today, despite its title. Waterdrinker
writes about Joost Schlingemann, a
successful businessman in his thir-
ties, but a manic-depressive, a man in
a crisis. The story starts when Joost is
left by his wife Suzette, at the very
moment that he has attained the suc-
cess that she has always expected of
him. He has become a highly paid

consultant with a company advising Russian firms about new prod-
ucts. Joost and Suzette live in Moscow with their son Max; they have
a lovely dacha, a nanny, and a car with chauffeur. Nevertheless
Suzette takes a dislike to Russia and returns to Holland with Max,
precipitating Joost’s crisis. He leaves his job, moves to a dreary apart-
ment, and throws himself into pointless nightlife.

After the fall of Communism, the Russian capital became a hotbed
of criminalized capitalism in which corruption, greed, self-interest,
and decadent pleasure predominated. Joost tries desperately to find 
a way out of the chaos to a new and above all, a better life. Literature
could offer one way; Joost, not just an economist had tried writing
but gave up after three unsuccessful novels. Now his publisher holds
out the prospect of foreign translations which may offer him another
chance. Will Joost undergo the same metamorphosis as his friend,
the wealthy but fanatic socialist Berend Braverman? He gets caught
up in Berend’s plans and intrigues and these make A Dutch Romance
a topical and penetrating view of society6–6at times cynical, but above
all, readable. In 125 short chapters Waterdrinker sketches the dilem-
mas that tear apart his principal character. A Dutch Romance is meaty,
and a pleasure to read too.
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Harry Mulisch
Siegfried: A Black Idyll

Rizzoli Publishers in Italy recently

issued Siegfried: A Black Idyll

under the title Siegfried: un idillio

nero. Mulisch’s novel on the son

of Hitler has already appeared to

favourable reviews in 11 other
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‘Few if any other living novelists

could make such potentially
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